
DAILY'S

003112 - Topping Bacon Preckd Reg 3/4 Diced
Precooked Bacon. Fresh-cooked taste.  Dailys Precooked Bacon is the perfect fit for those operators who either dont have the equipment or staff to prepare raw bacon or need convenience without
sacrificing quality or flavor.  Using state of the art ovens, Dailys precooked bacon has a fresh-cooked flavor foodservice operators demand.  Dailys Premium Meats uses exacting specifications for
precooked bacon with consistent flavor, texture, plate presentation and cost-per-serving.  Made from the same fresh, dimensionally trimmed center cut pork bellies Dailys fresh product is derived
from, its been said that to make something this good, you need some kind of secret recipe. But theres no magic in this meat. Just hours of hardwood smoke, a craftsmans touch and over 125 years of
practice.  Its the kind of commitment you dont see every day.  But thats what it takes to get the thick-cut, premium flavors people crave.  Its how we make the bacon that bacon lovers dream about.
And its the only way we know how to do it.  Belly Up To The Best with Dailys Premium Meats.
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Less kitchen prep time and less shrinkage
Requires less space for storage
100% usable product vs. 20-30% waste from raw bacon
Requires less skilled labor to prepare
Ensures consistency every time
Less grease clean-up

Water, Salt, Sugar, Smoke
Flavoring, Sodium Phosphate,
Sodium Erythorbate, Flavoring,
Sodium Nitrite

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

DAILY'S Daily's® Premium Meats LLC Pork

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

47106 003112 00079618471069 2 2 / 5.0 LBR

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

10.64lb 10lb No USA No No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

14in 9in 5.25in 0.38ft3 13x12 365DAYS 30°F / 40°F

Keep refrigerated or frozen. Thaw in refrigerator or
microwave. Keep raw meat and poultry separate from
other foods. Wash working surfaces (including cutting
boards), utensils, and hands after touching raw meat or
poultry. Cook thoroughly. Keep hot foods hot.
Refrigerate leftovers immediately or discard.

Bacon Cheddar Puffs

Ready to serve. Reheat or serve
cold.
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